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Pirates and crooked rulers make seventeenth-century Ireland a dangerous place. When Tom feels

rejected by his father, he finds a secret second family among the group of smugglers who trade in

and around Roaringwater Bay. Though Tom doesn't know it, his family in the Big House is under

huge pressure. His father has had savage losses in business; his mother is always sad and worried,

and his sisters have no hopes for a good future. But in this day cut-throat interests control

everybody and everything, friend turns into foe, and loyalty counts for nothing. From his new family,

Tom learns all about boats and smuggling - and secret treasure. And then Tom discovers the

best-kept secret of all .
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I've enjoyed most all of Morgan Llyweln's books. This one however, was some insightful history

surrounded by a thin story. Pleasant enough to keep me reading to the end, but it just didn't pack

the emotional excitement of the other volumes produced by this author. The story of a young boy's

circumstantial meeting with smuggler's, the discovery of family relations (oops- close to a spoiler,

there!) and the father's tenous financial situation all seemed a contrived way of spoon feeding the

reader various historical tid-bits about life at the time. Not bad, but I've read better.

What I have loved about Morgan's books over the 25 years I have been reading them is that her

research into the history AND daily lives is impeccable. You see our people less as how we want

them to be and MORE as they were. You come to understand that is is not as simple as neat little

labels, and easy to understand phyla. Morgan helps one to understand culture and not stereotypes.



Since this was written by a favorite author, I decided to give it a try. It is a good book and I enjoyed it

but it is really written for a young boy's entertainment. I will pass it along to my grandson when he

comes of age.

These used books, costing next to nothing, are the PERFECT gift for any incarcerated person you

might know .... They will be devoured by an ever-so-grateful recipient, as it carries them outside the

walls and into a world of imagination and fun. Next time you're in touch with that person, ask him/her

what kinds of books they'd enjoy reading, then spend a coupla bucks - it will make a world of

difference for them, and you'll feel good too. Don't let these books just sit on a shelf somewhere,

when they can do so much good. Most jails and prisons will not accept books from you, only from

legitimate booksellers direct, so please consider doing something like this, whenever you can afford

to spend around 5 bucks total!

My only complaint is that ended abruptly. Otherwise, I enjoyed being faced with the moral dilemmas

I related to and learned from. Always well written by Llyewellan and felt completely immersed in time

period and culture.

I chose this rating because I enjoy so much the story telling of Morgan LLYWELYN. She is a master

story teller of Irish lore. A good easy read for wintry nights.

Ms Llywelyn has a wonderful insight into making Irish History come to life in her novels. While

reading I picture in my mind scenes from her books. I'm instantly engrossed.

This book was ok, but lacked the depth of other works from this author. While interesting, it did not

engage me to the level I expected.
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